Connecting user from 127.0.0.1 to 127.0.0.1
Beginning registration:

Joe has entered the room at 14:14 PM
Alexa has entered the room at 14:18 PM

Ending registration process at 15:00 PM with 2 of 20002 slots filled
Assigning room to 0X9FFF0
Allocating 1 teacher to 0X9FFF3
System has been running for 3049 cycles without error

---

##Beginning lesson##

###WARNING: REACTOR CORE TEMPERATURE EXCEEDING RECOMMENDED LEVELS###

---

John: Hello, my name is Doctor John Doe, and I will be your teacher today for the Intro to Pre-War technology 341 class. Please retrieve the class materials from /resources/category/etc/history/tertiary/US2KPLUS.

John: Network access privileges for students have been temporarily locked.

John: Typing privileges have been unlocked. You may begin.
John: autoexecute –print –s quizzes[0/12]

CONSOLE: What does the term C.B.R.N stand for?

CONSOLE: What was one of the core issues of the prewar era that led to the destabilization of the Middle East?

CONSOLE: From what country was the prototype kinetic weapon launched from?

Joe: [Chemical Biological Radiological Nuclear] Keywords: 4/4
Joe: [The rise of terrorism caused by religious conflicts] Keywords: 2/2
Joe: [United States] Keywords: 2/3
CONSOLE: Appended 8 unit(s) to user JOE

Alexa: [Can’t Bother Read Nothing] Keywords: 0/4
Alexa: [Anti-biotic resistant boredom] Keywords: 0/2
Alexa: [United Kingdom] Keywords: %

CONSOLE: Appended 1 unit(s) to user ALEXA

John: Good job boy(s) and girl(s), now please engage in structured debate about the advantages of an O.K.B Device as opposed to the usage of the traditional M.I.R.V Warheads. I will aid discussion if an interval of 5 minute(s) has gone by without user input.

John: Typing privileges have been unlocked. You may begin.

Joe: Well its fairly obvious that okb devices are harder to stop and harder to detect once launched

Alexa: you do realize that its called multiple, not single, independent reentry vehicle right

Alexa: theres just no way that your okb could be more effective than that

Joe: can you even tell me what OKB stands for

Joe: dont bother looking it up John hasnt unlocked network privileges yet

Alexa: something something bomb so what i know what it did

Joe: it stands for orbital kinetic bombardment

Joe: its literally dropping a slug of high density from orbit onto the target

Alexa: my god who cares about this s### why wont it teach us something that we actually need for the trip

John: Alexa, this is your 395th warning, please report to the academic overseer to serve your 79 units of service in ENGINEERING

Joe: we have a whole 3 hours to download the manual and read it this stuffs important

Alexa: how is learning this any more useful that learning how to do what engineers do like how to solder or weld iron

Joe: did you listen to anything at all

Alexa: you ever hear the joke where aliens come to us 30 years ago and think we’re ready to join the intergalactic federation of sentient species because we developed nuclear technology
Alexa: but then they were like “I guess not, because they have those things pointed at themselves”

Alexa: maybe if they spent more time growing food they wouldn’t have time to fock around with stupid shit.

John: I see that you’re all very quiet today, have you considered why DARPA has appended this class to the mandatory course list?

Alexa: see look even he knows this is useless

Joe: I doubt hes trying to be sarcastic

Joe: you ever hear about how those who dont learn from history are doomed to repeat it

   ###WARNING: REACTOR CORE TEMPERATURE APPROACHING SHUTDOWN LEVEL##

Alexa: are you kidding me right now

Alexa: those people had the internet

Alexa: they had libraries full of books and paper

Alexa: they knew what sunlight tasted like

Alexa: they knew everything there was to know

Alexa: do you think they really didn’t know what would happen when you throw five ton warheads into outer space and make them land on other people

Alexa: its because they knew that they did this

Alexa: the millennium war was started because people knew how to start wars, because history taught them

Alexa: they left us with nothing

John: I see you’re all being very quiet right now, have you considered why the Disarmament Coalition would come to be entirely composed of citizens?

Joe: sudo rm-rf /aX128/sys/drivers/DEFMATRIX/DJD-AI

CONSOLE: INSTRUCTOR NOT FOUND AT 0X9FFF3

CONSOLE: IMPLEMENTING STANDARD PRIVILEGES LIST

CONSOLE: NETWORKING DRIVERS ONLINE

Joe: without learning history we would have none of this
Joe: we wouldn't even have discovered this place
Joe: we would have thought it was a good idea to ignore the agriculture research implementations and be starving right now
Alexa: just call it the fruit basket like the rest of us
Joe: anyway now that we have network access ill go download the sensor readouts for the reactor room
CONSOLE: Sent 1 file(s) to user JOE at 198.4.0.1
Joe: it looks like the radiators have been submerged by stagnant coolant
Joe: Ill have to go get a suit from hazmat
    ##WARNING: REACTOR CORE HAS SHUTDOWN. RESERVE POWER AT: 57%##
Alexa: don’t you mean two
Joe: I will go use the solid waste bypass pipes to clear the coolant
Alexa: some field trip we don’t have clearance for that
Joe: don’t worry ive read the fucking manual ill be fine
Alexa: then I guess ill go to the core and wait for your ok
Alexa: don’t forget we have class again tonight
Joe has left the room at 20:13 PM
Alexa has left the room at 20:14 PM
CONSOLE: system idle time : 3 hour(s)
CONSOLE: REACTOR 9 HAS BEEN RESET, OPERATIONAL OUTPUT AT 80% MAX
Alexa has joined the room at 23:15 PM
Alexa: Are you there?
CONSOLE: system has been idle for 3 hour(s)
CONSOLE: Shutdown protocol engaged
CONSOLE: Dumping GT-OSCAR memory
CONSOLE: Dump complete

                               ##TRANSCRIPT END##